
Quarter 2 was characterized by a lockdown as in

much of the rest of the world. The lockdown added a

heavy burden to the worsening economic crisis that

resulted in an alarming unemployment rate of well

over 30%, which has been increasing daily, while an

even higher rate of employees have only been

receiving part of their salary.
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As our focus is on youth and children, we asked our churches and various counselors about the current

situation of the younger population residing in Lebanon. The feedback we received is as follows:

An Update on BCYM's Situation

Youth: Anger, depression, and anxiety are on the rise due to a lack of job opportunities and the uncertainty

regarding their educational and future prospects. 

Children: All ages are facing a lack of stability and safety, which is leading them to be anxious and

depressed. Moreover, the lack of scheduling and proper parental guidance is resulting in an increase in

internet addiction.

Refugees: On top of the challenges that all other children are facing, refugee children are encountering

further problems due to illiterate parents, weakness in communication skills leading to familial conflicts,

and the lack of basic educational resources such as internet, paper and pencils.

Parents: Almost all parents are suffering due to the economic situation and are worried about how to

provide food and shelter, as well as education for their young ones. Their mental wellbeing is in a critical

state and mental health issues are on the rise. 



Q2 Activities
BCYM prepared a strategy for a series of online programs to target the challenges that children and

youth are facing. Many of the online programs have already begun and some are currently being

prepared.  All online programs are available to the public on the BCYM website, Facebook and Instagram

pages, and Youtube channel and are distributed by Whatsapp to around 60 Lebanese and 25 refugee

families, and the number of families is growing daily. 

Encouraging Words
for Youth and Children:

The first initiative that BCYM launched was a video

series providing two to three minute encouraging

messages, tips, and activities for both youth and

children that could help them get through these

trying times. To date, BCYM has launched 6 videos

for parents and children and 7 videos for youth.

Live Q&A Sessions:
BCYM has launched Youth Questions and

Answers sessions on Facebook to cover

important questions that youth have been

asking during this challenging time. Two 45-

minute live sessions have been broadcasted on

Facebook and shared on all BCYM online

platforms.  

Ashkal Activities:
As a way to keep kids occupied and creative while

not able to go to school, BCYM launched a short

video series called Ashkal Activities for Kids

teaching children, both Lebanese and refugees,

how to make crafts that remind them of God’s

Word and of His love. Each video includes a Bible

story, craft or activity, and a follow-up challenge.

We launched Ashkal in June and have already

posted 3 out of the 4 videos.  



Ashkal:

I spoke to the parents and all of their feedback was

that they really loved the videos. I was surprised

that the parents asked me to send them more videos.

They really enjoyed the way Ashkal is presenting the

videos, and the kids can easily understand the whole

video. I think those videos are the best videos that

we watched during Corona and these hard times.

God bless you for what you are doing.

The videos are amazing and the way of presenting

the video is very good. The kids can understand it

very easily, and we liked the videos because there’s

worship and crafts and activities for the kids to do.

We did the Ashkal videos with the kids and the kids

enjoyed them a lot. I want to push you to continue

sending us videos like these every Friday, and I’m

sending them to all the kids in our ministry.

I was really touched by the story Marc told. It helped

me to better understand the verse, ‘Be quick to listen,

slow to speak, and slow to anger.” I’ve always known

that we should not be angry at people but never

thought about it this way: that the reason for being

slow to anger is to be able to give the Lord the first

response. This is really helping me with my temper

issues!

Encouraging Words:

Feedback
These are a few comments on each of our current programs that we are happy to share.

I was watching all the videos that you sent

before and to be honest, I liked them all and

shared them. One of the videos taught me how

to pray using my fingers. I liked them a lot, so I

suggest continuing this because people need

motivation. God bless you to keep doing this.

Q&A LIVE:

I’m really loving the live sessions that you’re doing on

Facebook. They are very encouraging and uplifting

spiritually and emotionally and most importantly

there are practical steps to take in order to endure this

nerve wracking situation we’re fighting with in

Lebanon! Waiting for the next FB live!!! 

The episode helped me and encouraged me to

move away from the sources that are making

me nervous. It’s true that I can’t change our

situation, so I have two solutions: either I die

from the worry or I live day by day and I keep

my eyes on the Lord.
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Contact Info:
Phone Number:         +961 4 400250  Ext. 121 

Email:                             ghaddad@lsesd.org

Mailing Address:       P.O. Box 165

                                          Mansourieh El Maten, Lebanon

Street Address:          Lebanese Society for Educational and      

                                          Social Development Campus 

  Near Nahl Waters, Blata Street  

  Mansourieh El Maten, Lebanon

Continuing Online Programs:

Find us on:

Website:   

www.bcymlebanon.org

The BCYM team will continue their current online programs while adding more based on the need. We
also hope to initiate more hands-on (experiential) programs in the coming quarter.

Planned Activities for the Next Quarter

• Encouraging Words 
• Youth Q&A LIVE sessions 
• Ashkal Activities for Kids
• Family Program 
• Short videos (1 min) each for children (Lebanese and refugee)

We hope to be able to restart day events once a week for up to 15 vulnerable children at a time. Each week

we will serve a different area so we can reach many children across Lebanon.  This day camp will include a

day of fun, spiritual talks, counseling, worship, friendship, good food, and practical tips and materials for

the children to take with them to help them in their daily life.

Day Camps:

Children's Activity Kits:

BCYM plans to create children's activity
kits, which include spiritual,
entertaining, and educational material
to serve as a complement to the online
programs and follow-up events in the
hopes of reaching an even larger group
of children.

https://www.instagram.com/bcymlebanon/
https://www.facebook.com/BCYM-139554002759660/

